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Leisure time is about to become extraordinary.

City traffic has none of the thrills of endless coast roads. And hot springs are more breathtaking than spas. 
Genuine adventurers can now choose the V-Class Marco Polo Horizon.
Experience the world’s many impressive pleasures in the comfortable and versatile vehicle that is the 
V-Class Marco Polo. And enjoy the accomplished design, the spacious interior and the unique home-from-
home feeling. From spontaneous excursions to sporty outings – the V-Class Marco Polo Horizon fits the bill 
for all those who not only enjoy travelling but also like to be active in their leisure time. Say goodbye to the 
everyday and enjoy your sense of adventure in spacious vehicles offering a host of functional features.
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Choose your adventure with the 
V-Class Marco Polo Horizon.

V-Class Marco Polo HORIZON
Adventurers who want to embark on a journey on the spur of the 
moment and in style can do so in the feel-good atmosphere of
the V-Class Marco Polo HORIZON. It combines the agility and ride 
comfort of a passenger car with comfortable sleeping 
accommodation for up to five people. And when it comes to 
equipment, the V-Class Marco Polo HORIZON knows very few limits. 
This is as true for comfort and design as it is for entertainment and 
navigation. With its flexible seating options for up to seven people 
and the vehicle height of under two metres suitable for conventional 
parking spaces, it is also a valuable companion in everyday use.
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You hereby declare your independence. 
The V-Class Marco Polo is for all those who attach great importance to design and comfort when 
out on the road. After all, it includes a lot of what’s needed for driving, living and sleeping at a 
superior level: in the interior it has a sophisticated interior construction with a pop-up roof with 
roof bed and a seater bench as a comfort berth, so that five people can sleep comfortably. 
Equipped in high quality fascinates in everyday life just as much as it does on trips. And on the 
road it sets new standards not only through its good looks – but also with its frugal yet powerful 
engines. So if you don’t know today where you want to go tomorrow – the Marco Polo Horizon 
gives you the freedom to do it.
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Experience what others dream about.
The V-Class Marco Polo Horizon is a revelation for anyone fond of spontaneous and stylish adventure tours: with the 
agility and the driving comfort of a car it delivers you to your dream destinations feeling relaxed. Its feel-good interior 
invites you to recharge every now and then. And after an adventure-filled day, thanks to a pop-up roof with roof bed and 
comfort berth, there is sleeping space for up to five people in the V-Class Marco Polo HORIZON. Its equipment options 
are as varied as your destinations: from comfort and design to assistance systems. Best of all: thanks to excellent 
comfort, a variable space concept and a height of under two metres suitable for conventional garages you will appreciate 
the Marco Polo in everyday life just as much as you do as a camper.
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Refined travelling pleasure.
In the V-Class Marco Polo, you can enjoy more than just the sights along the way. Because its interior design, perfect in 
form and made of the finest materials, and its stylishly-shaped cockpit are themselves already a sight for sore eyes. With 
the exclusive Design packages the interior can be refined even further with leather appointments. Thanks to ergonomic 
and easily swivelling comfort seats for the driver and front passenger everyone can enjoy the stylish ambience in a 
sociable seating area. After a day filled with activities the comfort berth and the comfortable roof bed offer sleeping room 
for up to five people to recover by the next day – as it’s wise to enjoy a good rest before embarking on the next adventure.
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Enthusiasm knows no bounds.
Whether a short trip or a long journey – with the V-Class Marco Polo you will drive with even more delight 
from your everyday routine and into your leisure time. With its finely graduated gears, the 9G-TRONIC 
automatic transmission keeps engine speed and fuel consumption as low as possible and ensures 
maximum comfort. No matter what destination you have in mind: power-enhanced, fuel-efficient engines 
and innovative BlueEFFICIENCY technology enable you to travel efficiently – without having to sacrifice 
driving comfort and agility.
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Plenty of room for safety.
Wherever you happen to be on your travels – safety is always on board with you thanks the 
standard-fit ATTENTION ASSIST. Innovative optional assistance and safety systems such as 
the active distance assistant and the LED Intelligent Light System further increase the 
exemplary safety level. These turn the V-Class Marco Polo recreational vehicles into 
pioneering vehicles of their class; vehicles in which you and your passengers can enjoy  
every journey.
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The right outfit for every tour. 

Evident at the first glance: the V-Class Marco Polo and the 
V-Class Marco Polo HORIZON have full command of the 
Mercedes-Benz design language. Its expressive exterior 
design results from the interplay of striking lines and large, 
smooth surfaces. This modern Mercedes-Benz design idiom 
highlights perfectly the vehicle’s superb charisma.

LED Intelligent light system. Awning.

Extendable pop-up roof.EASY-PACK Tailgate. LED Tail Lamps.
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Marco Polo HORIZON – sleeping. 

The Marco Polo HORIZON’s pop-up roof can be set up in 
only a matter of moments, creating space for up to five 
people to sleep in perfect comfort in the roof bed and on 
the three-seater bench. Naturally, five people in an 
enclosed space could quickly become uncomfortable. That 
is why an auxiliary warm-air heater, electric vent windows 
and integrated ventilation inserts in the roof bed provide 
optimum airflow and circulation.

Sleeping. A haven of peace.Travel and sleep first-class. Individual seating comfort with 
the special twist.
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Marco Polo HORIZON – living.

The Marco Polo HORIZON lets you enjoy exciting adventures in the great outdoors in comfort and style. Standard features in the Marco Polo HORIZON include a three-seater bench in the 
rear. The variable rail system enables the interior to be configured to match current needs. The high-quality carpet transforms the rear into a comfortable living area. In addition, the Marco 
Polo HORIZON provides enough storage space to handle various challenges. The drawers underneath the three-seater bench are the ideal storage for everything one wants and needs.

Tilting/sliding glass sunroof. Ambient lighting.Infotainment. The best connections.Constant pleasant interior temperature.
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Paintwork

Rock Crystal White

Brilliant Silver Metallic
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Please note: This brochure is intended for general information, description and illustration of the Product including optional functions and equipment 
and may not be specific to a Product since specification of a product may change from time to time. Optional features, functions and equipment etc. 
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time to time. Colours may differ from those shown in pictures in the brochure, owing to printing. Mercedes-Benz India reserves the right to make 
changes, at any point of time, without prior notice, in design, colours, materials, components, equipment, specifications, features, functions, make 
and models etc. The information given in this brochure shall be regarded as accurate at the time of going to print and may vary thereafter due to 
any developments or any other reason. Interested parties should confirm with the Authorised Dealer about the correct specification of the product 
they desire to purchase. For the latest authentic information and updates, kindly contact your nearest Authorised Dealer.

All title, ownership rights and intellectual property rights in and relating to this brochure / magazine or publication material or any copies thereof 
including but not limited to copyright, logos, names, trademarks, service marks, design, text, images, links, concepts and themes are owned by 
Daimler AG and/or its subsidiaries collectively or used under authorised license by the Daimler AG. Any reproduction, transmission, publication, 
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Mercedes-Benz cars: The V-Class Marco Polo meets Bharat Stage VI equivalent emission norms.
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